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A conference titled “Coastal fisheries and coastal communities in the N-Atlantic”
was held on September 27th 2014 in connection with the Icelandic Fisheries
Exhibition www.icefish.is, which took place in Kópavogur, Iceland on September
25-27.
The motivation for the conference is that coastal fisheries and coastal
communities in the N-Atlantic are currently faced with numerous operational and
social challenges, but at the same time new opportunities have arisen. Some of
these challenges and opportunities are specific for each country and some are
common for the area as a whole. The aim of the conferences was to identify these
challenges and opportunities, and to discuss how they can be addressed on
national and/or cooperative Nordic level.
The conference was attended by fifty stakeholders from seven N-Atlantic
countries. At the conference, representatives from Iceland, Norway, Sweden,
Denmark, Faroe Islands, Greenland and Newfoundland had presentations on the
coastal fishing sector and the coastal communities in their countries. They also
deliberated on the future prospects of the traditional fishing villages, taking into
consideration current trends and upcoming opportunities. These country profiles
were followed by a presentation on a Nordic research project that is set to
examine wages in the Nordic coastal sectors and to compare them with other
professions. The last presentation of the conference was aimed at comparing
operational environment in the coastal sector in Iceland and Norway, as Icelandic
fishermen working in Norway introduced their experience in running their
business in Norway as opposed to Iceland.
The planned agenda included a presentation from the chairman of the Icelandic
Regional Development Institute, which had intended to deliberate on the
institute’s strategy to support regional development. But he unfortunately had
to cancel with only few hours advance, which made it impossible to find a
replacement.
Following is a short summary of each presentation, but pdf versions and video
recordings along with numerous other supporting material is available at the
project’s web-page www.coastalfisheries.net.
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Introduction

Coastal fisheries represent a highly important part of the N-Atlantic marine sector. The coastal fleet
catches a significant part of the total catches, provides employment for a large number of fishermen,
as well as processors and other supporting industries. Large portion of the vessels are located in small
and often remote fishing villages where they play an important role in supplying local processing
companies with raw material, which makes the fleet highly important for regional development.
Coastal fisheries and coastal communities in the Nordic countries have though been fighting for
survival in recent years. The coastal sector in general is struggling to return profits, the number of
young people starting out in the industry is low, quality of the coastal catch is highly variable and the
coastal communities have problems relying almost entirely on catch from small vessels that are highly
dependent on weather. Different social structures, educational opportunities and requirements
towards certain “quality of life” issues have also had the affects that people have been migrating from
the coastal communities into larger cities. There is also fierce competition between different fleet
types in each of the respective countries, as they compete for the same scares resource, which has
created tension and disunity within the catching sectors. Survival of coastal communities in the NAtlantic and Nordic countries has therefore become to a large extent a political issue, rather than just
a question of good or bad business. Social, economic and environmental considerations therefore need
to be addressed when looking at the future of coastal fisheries and coastal communities in the Nordic
countries and the N-Atlantic.
In attempt to adequately address these issues the Working Group for Fisheries Co-operation (AG-Fisk)
of the Nordic Council of Ministers has funded a project, titled “kystsamfund” / Coastal fisheries and
coastal communities in the N-Atlantic. The project aims at establishing a network of people across the
Nordic countries that can contribute to a constructive analysis of the Nordic coastal communities and
the role of the coastal sector in the national economy, regional development and other relevant issues.
The project partners are to provide an analysis on the coast sectors in each of the Nordic countries
(Labrador & Newfoundland included) which will be published in a NMR report in March 2015. The first
draft outcomes were presented at a conference, which was held in connection with the Icelandic
fisheries exhibition and the chairmanship of Iceland in the Nordic Council of Ministers
A conference was titled “Coastal fisheries and coastal communities in the N-Atlantic” and was held
on September 27th 2014 in connection with the Icelandic Fisheries Exhibition www.icefish.is, which
took place in Kópavogur, Iceland on September 25-27.
The conference was attended by fifty stakeholders from seven N-Atlantic countries. At the conference,
representatives from Iceland, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Faroe Islands, Greenland and
Newfoundland had presentations on the coastal fishing sector and the coastal communities in their
countries. They also deliberated on the future prospects of the traditional fishing villages, taking into
consideration current trends and upcoming opportunities. These country profiles were followed by a
presentation on a Nordic research project that is set to examine wages in the Nordic coastal sectors
and to compare them with other professions. The last presentation of the conference was aimed at
comparing operational environment in the coastal sector in Iceland and Norway, as Icelandic fishermen
working in Norway introduced their experience in running their business in Norway as opposed to
Iceland.
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The planned agenda included a presentation from the chairman of the Icelandic Regional Development
Institute, which had intended to deliberate on the institute’s strategy to support regional
development. But he unfortunately had to cancel with only few hours advance, which made it
impossible to find a replacement.
This report contains a short summary of each presentation along with the slides presented. The slides
and video recordings of each presentation, along with numerous other supporting materials are
available at the project’s web-page www.coastalfisheries.net.
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Opening of the conference

Sigurður Ingi Jóhannsson, the Icelandic Minister of Fisheries
Sigurður Ingi thanked the organisers for initiating the
conference. He deliberated about the importance of
the coastal sector in Iceland, both in historic and
present context. Sigurður Ingi emphasised the
significance of the small boat sector for Icelandic
fisheries as a whole, as well as for ensuring diversified
processing and marketing opportunities. He also
highlighted the importance of the small boats in respect
to regional development and social sustainability.
Behind the small boats are often family owned
companies that play a significant role in many rural Sigurður Ingi Jóhannsson, the Icelandic minister
communities. These companies face many of the same of fisheries
challenges and opportunities as any other businesses in
rural areas. There is a value in diversified markets and the coastal sector is an important peace in the
diversified seafood sector in Iceland. Sigurður Ingi then opened the conference and acknowledged that
it is a part of the initiatives connected to the Icelandic chairmanship of the Nordic Council of Ministers
2014.
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Welcome, Agenda & Aim of the Conference

Jónas R. Viðarsson, Research group leader at Matís in Iceland
Jónas thanked the Working Group for Fisheries Cooperation (AG-Fisk) of the Nordic Council of Ministers
for funding the event and the “Kystsamfund” project as
a whole. The “Kystsamfund” project has the objective
to establish a network of people across the Nordic
countries that can contribute to a constructive analysis
of the Nordic coastal communities and the role of the
coastal sector in the national economy, regional
development and other relevant issues. The project
partners are to provide an analysis on the coast sectors
in each of the Nordic countries (Labrador &
Jónas R. Viðarsson from Matís in Iceland
Newfoundland included) which will be published in a
NMR report in March 2015. The first draft outcomes
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will be presented at this conference, which is held in connection with the Icelandic fisheries exhibition
and the chairmanship of Iceland in the Nordic Council of Ministers.
Following are the slides accompanied with Jonas’s presentation:
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The Norwegian coastal sector

Audun Iversen and Edgar Henriksen (Nofima)
Audun reported that the Norwegian coastal fleet
consists of 5.809 vessels, ranging from very small
dinghies up to 21 meter longliners, gillnetters, Danish
seiners and purse seiners. More than half of the fleet is
operated in North-Norway, which makes the fleet very
important for regional development. The fleet can be
broken into three size categories i.e. below 11 meters
(84%), 11-15 meters (13%) and 15-21 meetings (3%).
The quotas are quite equally divided between the three
groups. Coastal catch accounts for about 25% of
Norwegian total catches, but in value the share is
Audun Iversen from Nofima in Norway
higher, as the coastal fleet catches about 70% of the
cod, the most valuable species. For 2014 the coastal fleet has been allocated quotas of 300 thousand
tons of cod, 54 thousand tons of haddock and 38 thousand tons of saithe.
Fishermen in Norway are 12 thousand in total, of which 9.800 have fisheries as their main occupation.
Almost 50% of the full time fishermen live in N-Norway and 40% in West Norway. The coastal sector
has reduced dramatically in size since 1960, when the fishing fleet counted 40 thousand vessels and
50 thousand fishermen.
One of the problems that the sector has to deal with is the seasonality of the fishery, as 3/4th of the
yearly catches are landed from the beginning of February to the end of April, when the Barents Sea
cod comes to the Norwegian coast to spawn. The fishermen prioritize low cost over higher quality,
even supplies and higher prices. 73% of the coastal catch is caught with gillnet or Danish seine, which
has proven to be a reason for some quality problems.
The coastal fleet has been favoured by legislation because of regional development issues. This could
however be up for reconsideration at the parliament in near future, as some of the reasoning for the
advantages given to the sector have been challenged. The so called social contract (samfunnskontrakt),
which has been a big motivation for favouring the coastal sector, will be discussed at the parliament
in 2015 and economic optimisation, restructuring, legislation and possibly a resource tax will be part
of that discussion.
The slides from Audun’s and Edgar’s presentation are presented below.
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The Swedish coastal sector

Bengt Larson, Sveriges yrkesfiskares Ek. Förening
Carl-Axel Ottosson, Karlskrona Municipality
Bengt Larson reported that the Swedish coastal fleet
consists of vessels under 12 meters, which is also the
EU’s definition for small-scale fisheries under the CFP
(Common fisheries Policy). There are 1.363 vessels in
Sweden that meet this criteria, which is 87% of all
registered fishing vessels in the country. The number of
coastal vessels have though reduced by 46% since 1995.
The number of Swedish fishermen have also reduced
significantly since 1995 and there has been little or no
recruitment. In 1995 there were 2.600 fishermen in
Sweden, 1.500 of which were under 50 years of age. Bengt Larson from SYEF and Carl-Axel Ottosson
Today there are only 1.300 fishermen left and 500 of from Karlskrona municipality in Sweden
them are under 50 years of age.
As members of the EU the government is to pay attention to small-scale fisheries and consider special
treatment to the sector. This is though left to each member state to act on and the Swedish
government has not really done anything to favour the coastal sector.
Carl-Axel explained how the coastal sector in the Karlskrona kommuna co insists with other industries,
but has though had to struggle for survival in the last few years. The coastal sector has had to compete
with the navy, heavy industry and construction industry for space and attention. The municipality’s
authorities have though actively tried to support the coastal sector, not the least because of cultural
and “tourist” importance.
Following are the slides accompanied with Bengt’s and Carl-Axel’s presentation:
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The Danish coastal sector

Henrik S. Lund, Danmarks Fiskeriforening
The definition of a coastal vessel is variable in Denmark,
but the government has initiated a program that is
aimed at supporting smaller vessels i.e. coastal fishing
system. Vessels under 17 meters that stay out at sea for
less than three days are eligible for that system (80% of
fishing trips need to be shorter than three days). There
are about 400 vessels that are eligible for that system,
but only half of them have actually entered the system.
The coastal system gives access to certain extra quotas,
which are valued at approximately 20 million DKK a year
or 6.700 Euros for each vessel on average.
Henrik S. Lund from Danmarks Fiskeriforening
Coastal vessels use primarily gillnets, bottom trawls and in Denmark
pelagic trawls as fishing gear. There are almost 1.200
full time fishermen in the Danish fishing fleet, of which 44% are working on vessels under 18 meters
and 18% working within the coastal fishing system.
The total landing value of the Danish fleet in 2011 amounted to 400 million Euros, where the coastal
fleet accounted for 34 million Euros and vessels working within the coastal fishing system accounted
for 13.5 million Euros.
Numerous research have shown that the Danish coastal fleet is struggling because of low income and
negative returns. In addition the coastal cod stocks and the plaice stock have been migrating further
out to sea and away from many traditional coastal fishing grounds. And to make things even more
worse the coastal fleet is now competing with growing seal population and a huge stock of the great
Cormorant. The future of the Danish coastal sector is therefore not very bright.
Following are the slides accompanied with Henrik’s presentation:
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The Faroese coastal sector

Durita Djurhuus, Syntesa
Auðunn Konráðsson, Meginfélag Útróðramanna
Vessels under 15 meters are considered coastal vessels
in the Faroe Islands. There are in total 542 coastal
vessels in the Islands, 327 of which are reporting catches
and only 35 that are fully operational i.e. with catch
values exceeding 54 thousand Euros.
The demersal stocks that the coastal fleet depends on
are in critical condition, which is why the sector is
struggling for survival. Total catches in 2013 amounted
to only 4 thousand tons, valued at 7 million Euros. Cod
catches of the coastal fleet were just under 1.700 tons Durita Djurhuus from Syntesa in the Faroe
Islands
in 2013, but in 2002 they amounted to 12.000 tones.
The Faroese fisheries management system is based on effort quotas and due to the poor condition of
the demersal stocks the coastal fleet was only allocated 11.600 fishing days in 2013, compared to
33.600 in 1997.
Due to the above mentioned situation, the importance of the fleet for the national economy has
diminished and today there are only around 80 fishermen working full time in the sector. If the stocks
do not recuperate soon the sector will most likely continue to shrink and young people will most
certainly not choose coastal fisheries as a profession.
Following are the slides to Durita‘s presentation.
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The Greenlandic coastal sector

Tønnes Berthelsen, KNAPK
There are 310 Greenlandic fishing vessels registered in
the Danish Maritime Authority`s registry, 294 of which
are classified as coastal vessels, which means that they
have licenses to fish within 3 NM of baseline (line
drawn between uttermost Islands or coast line) and are
under 120 GT in size. In addition there are about 1.500
dinghies that are not registered, but have though
fishing licenses. These dinghies are for example fishing
for Greenland halibut (825 licenses issued) and
lumpfish (610 licenses issued). Total catches of the Tønnes Berthelsen from KNAPK in Greenland
coastal fleet amount to almost 100 thousand tonnes, but half of that volume are shrimp, which are
caught by larger vessels which are though defined as coastal vessels, because they are allowed to fish
within the baseline.
The coastal fisheries 107 million Euros into society in 2013, which makes it hugely important for
regional development. For the smaller vessels the main opportunities are in Greenland halibut and
lumpfish. The lumpfish fishery is currently being evaluated for MSC certification, which high fishermen
are hoping will make the fishery more profitable. There are also indications that the cod stocks will
significantly increase in the next few years, which could make that fishery profitable. At the moment
the cod fishery is not returning profits and few fishermen are interested in entering the fishery.
One of the main challenges the coastal fleet is facing in Greenland is a monopoly in the processing
sector and very difficult logistics. If the coastal sector is to flourish these challenges will have to be
addressed.
Following are the slides to Tønnes’s presentation.
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The Newfoundland and Labrador coastal sector

Heather Manuel, Centre for Aquaculture and Seafood development / Fisheries and Marine Institute
of Memorial University of Newfoundland
David Decker, Fish Food & Allied Workers
There were 6.958 coastal vessels (under 20 meters / 65
feet) registered in Newfoundland & Labrador (NL) at
end of year 2013. Of those 4.769 reported catches. The
vessels can range between 1-150 registered tonnage,
but the mainstay of the boats range from 11-15 tonnes
and 85% are under 35 feet (10.6 meters).
The coastal fleet’s landings in 2013 amounted to 191
thousand tonnes, valued at 390 million CAD.
Crustaceans and shellfish are by far the most important
species with snow crab accounting for 54% of the value
and shrimp for 20%. The most important demersal Heather Manuel from CASD and David Decker
species is turbot, which in 2013 produced 11 thousand from FFAW in Newfoundland
ton landings, valued at 53 million CAD. The cod stock
used to be of significant importance, but since the stock collapsed in the beginning of the 90’s the cod
fishery has been of little importance. It is though expected that the cod stock will be returning to its
former “glory” in the near future, which will require restructuring and considerable investment for the
sector as a whole if it is to reap the benefits. Fishing rights are allocated to areas, which makes the
coastal sector highly important for regional development.
NL fish harvesters were 9.500 in total in 2013 compared to 16.500 in 1998. About 12% of the harvesters
in 1998 were over the age of 55, but today 28% are over that age. Coastal fishermen are reducing in
number and they are becoming older i.e. little recruitment. The same story can be told about fish
processing where plant workers have reduced from 21.000 down to 8.400 during that same period.
The government has supported the coastal sector by invoking a so called owner-operator-principle,
which stakes that the owner needs to be an active fishermen. There is also a so called minimum
processing requirements on harvested products in effect that ensures that harvest benefit people
working in the fish plants.
Following are the slides to Heather’s and David’s presentation.
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10 The Icelandic coastal sector
Jónas R. Viðarsson, Matís
Sveinn Agnarsson, University of Iceland
Halldór Ármannsson, the National Association of Small Boat Owners
Vessels that are less than 15 meters in length and 30 GT
are considered coastal vessels in Iceland. The fleet
consists of roughly 1.800 vessels (total number of
vessels in Iceland are about 2.300) of which 1.248
reported catches in 2013.
The coastal fleet is operating within a number of
systems but in total little under 20% of allocated TAC of
demersal species are distributed to coastal vessels.
Almost 90% of the coastal fleet consists of vessels
under 10 meters, but the mainstay of the catches are
caught by vessels between 10 and 15 meters. In 2012
Jónas R. Viðarsson from Matís in Iceland
the coastal fleet landed 83 thousand tons of catches
valued at 172 million Euros, which was 17% of total landing value of the Icelandic fishing fleet.
There are 4.900 full time fishermen in Iceland of which 25% are on coastal vessels. The coastal fleet is
hugely important for regional development and many of the smaller fishing villages around the country
depend almost entirely on the sector for survival. The government is aware of this and has actively
favoured the coastal sector for decades, allocating special regional quotas and political “pots” to the
smaller vessels.
The coastal sector in Iceland in many respects become a big industry in recent years, where
consolidation and optimisation has been implemented. Today 42% of the coastal quotas (in the Jig and
line system) are owned by the 15 largest companies in the coastal sector. It is likely that this
aggregation of quotas will continue, with increasing investments in boats, gear and equipment. At the
same time it is unavoidable that traditional coastal fishermen i.e. one man family owned companies
will struggle and cease operation.
Following are the slides to Jonas’s, Svein’s and Halldór’s presentation.
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11 Presentation on the project “Employment and salary of Nordic
coastal fishermen”
Staffan Waldo and Johan Blomquist, the Swedish
AgriFood economics centre (SLU)
Max Nielsen, Department of food and resource
economics at the University of Copenhagen (IFRO)
Staffan Waldo introduced a Nordic project titled
“Beskæftigelse og aflønning af nordiske kystfiskere”
which has just started. The objective of the project is to
collect and analyse data on salaries and employment in
coastal fisheries in Iceland, Norway, Sweden and
Denmark. The aim is then to compare salaries across
Staffan Waldo from SLU in Sweden
sectors to see how competitive the coastal sector is in comparison with other sectors regarding salaries
and employment. There are already indications from previous studies done in Denmark that suggest
that wages are low in the coastal sector and preliminary results from Sweden that many coastal
fishermen have income from other sources than fisheries. At the same time other fishing segments are
doing much better using the same resource.
The slides from Staffan’s presentation are presented below.
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12 Eskøy AS
Hrafn Sigvaldason and Bjarni Sigurðsson, Eskøy AS
Bjarni started by introducing the Norwegian fishing
company Eskøy AS, which owned by three Icelanders.
The company was established in 2007 and owns today
two coastal vessels named Saga K and Åsta B, which are
run from Tromsø in N-Norway. In 2013 Saga K landed
1.600 tonnes of catches valued at 1.6 million Euros and
Åsta B caught 1.300 tonnes valued at 1.4 million Euros.
The company employs 22 persons that work on double
shifts i.e. 4 weeks on and 4 weeks off.
The operational environment for Eskøy has been
favourable, as they have been able to target species
Bjarni Sigurðsson from Eskøy AS in Norway
such as haddock free from quota. Eskøy owns two 11
meter quotas, which only restrict TAC in cod, but they can more or less catch as much haddock as they
want. This has enabled them to keep full operation of both vessels all the year round. The only
disadvantage they can point at when running a coastal vessel in Norway is that prices are negotiated
in advance through a sales organisation i.e. so called “minstepris”. Because of this arrangement prices
are rather low and incentives to improve quality are lacking. Average prices in 2013 were for example
around 1 Euro/kg whilst average prices at Icelandic auction markets were over 2 Euros/kg.
Hrafn then made a comparison of starting out with a
small coastal vessel in Norway and in Iceland. He first
showed that if he were to invest in a modest 10 meter
vessel in Iceland and Norway for 16.000 Euros and not
buying any quotas (operating in the open coastal
system in Iceland and the open group in Norway) he
could at best catch around 40 tons a year in Iceland,
but 500 tons in Norway. The total value could amount
to 70.000 Euros in Iceland whilst the same vessel could
land catches valued of up to 470.000 Euros in Norway.
Hrafn Sigvaldason from Eskøy AS in Norway
Hrafn then took another example where he would invest in a top-of-the-line coastal vessel for 1.2
million Euros. If he would then buy a "fullstrukturert" 14-15 meter quota in Norway, which includes
370 tons of cod, 450 tons of haddock, 50 tons of saithe, 15 tons of Greenland halibut and free fisheries
in other species, it would cos 1.4 million Euros in Norway. The same cod, haddock and saithe quota in
Iceland would on the other hand cost 11 million Euros, and he would in addition have to buy quotas in
the other species. It is therefore obvious that it is much easier to start out in the coastal sector in
Norway than in Iceland.
Following are the slides to Bjarni’s and Hrafn’s presentation.
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